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1. Ansible Overview
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What is 
Ansible?
Ansible delivers simple IT automation 
that ends repetitive tasks—including 
cloud provisioning, configuration 
management, application deployment
and much more

SIMPLE TO USE—it’s an ”agentless” 
technology; no daemons or other 
complexity needed on compute nodes

Vibrant open source technology with 
commercial options from Red Hat

Example:
Install and run a

NGINX web server
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Key Ansible Use Cases

Ansible seamlessly unites workflow orchestration with configuration management, 
infrastructure provisioning (including cloud) and application deployment in one 
easy-to-use platform

Goals are ease of use and simplicity with a strong focus on security and reliability

Key use cases include:

Provisioning Configuration 
Management

Application 
Deployment

Continuous 
Delivery

Orchestration Security 
Automation
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Ansible
Terminology

Control node – any machine with Ansible installed and is used to 
run playbooks

Managed node (a.k.a. endpoints) – endpoint devices that are 
managed with Ansible (e.g., AIX, IBM i, Linux, z/OS, Windows)

Inventory – a list of managed nodes so that Ansible understands 
the overall IT landscape

Modules – units of code that Ansible executes; thousands of 
modules available for immediate use

Tasks – units of action in Ansible
(invoke a set of modules to do something useful)

Playbooks – ordered list of tasks and written in YAML
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What is Red Hat
Ansible Engine?

Ansible Engine provides the core, agentless 
functionality of Ansible that everything else 
builds upon

Includes the basic building blocks of Ansible—
the control node, managed nodes (endpoints), 
inventory, modules, tasks and playbooks

Commercial form of Ansible technology

Available for subscription purchase from Red 
Hat—from a POWER perspective, includes 
enterprise support options for AIX and IBM i
managed endpoints

Red Hat Ansible Engine supported
on x86 Linux only — manages to endpoints

Cloud modules:
IBM, OpenStack (PowerVC), AWS,
Google, Azure, Alibaba, etc.
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What is Red Hat
Ansible Tower?

Management interface that makes Ansible 
much friendlier at “enterprise scale” by way of 
a nice graphical interface

- View inventories

- Run playbooks

- Review logs and more

-

Commercial form of Ansible AWX

Available for subscription purchase from Red 
Hat Red Hat Ansible Tower is supported on x86 Linux only
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Ansible – The Big Picture
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What is Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform?
https://www.ansible.com/products/automation-platform

Red Hat’s all-inclusive, flagship automation 
platform

Combination of on-prem products, SaaS 
technology and ecosystem

Licensing

Available for subscription purchase from Red Hat

Technologies and Services Included
1. Ansible Engine
2. Ansible Tower
3. Automation Analytics (SaaS)
4. Automation Hub (ecosystem)
5. Security Automation
6. Network Automation



2. Ansible Automation with
IBM Power Systems
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Ansible Automation for IBM Power Systems

Endpoints

x86 Systems

IBM Power Systems IBM Z Systems

Red Hat Ansible Tower
• Enterprise-wide graphical control of 

Ansible estate

Red Hat Ansible Engine
• Enterprise-wide control – i.e., runs 

playbooks

Red Hat Ansible Endpoints
• Enterprise-wide automation; 

modules are executed here
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Supported on
x86 Linux only

commercial support
available from Red Hat

community support only
(at present)

Supported on
x86 Linux only



Collections are the standard way to extend and 
complement base Ansible content—and now AIX 
and IBM i content is available—in both 
community and commercial form

COMMUNITY ENABLED: NO CERTIFICATION

Collections are distributed via Ansible Galaxy and are 
provided with community-level support (i.e., no paid 
enterprise support subscriptions from Red Hat)

ENTERPRISE READY: CERTIFIED CONTENT FROM RED HAT

Collections can additionally be certified by Red Hat + 3rd

parties by certifying them and putting them in Red Hat 
Ansible Automation Hub; made available via Red Hat 
subscriptions

Ansible Collections and Red Hat Automation Hub for AIX and IBM i

Red Hat
Ansible Engine:
Base Modules

Red Hat Ansible
Automation Hub:

Operating System Content

IBM: AIX Collection
Value-add playbooks and modules for AIX…
Examples: aix_lvg, installp, aix_inittab
(several already exist here)

IBM: IBM i Collection

Value-add playbooks and modules for IBM i…
Examples: sql_query, reply_message, obj_auth

IBM: z/OS Collection

Value-add playbooks and modules for z/OS…
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Ansible and AIX

1. Through a collection of Ansible modules, 
administrators can perform common AIX tasks 
across multiple AIX endpoints without needing to 
log in to individual instances directly 

2. Enable administrators for accomplish common 
tasks without deep AIX skills

3. All modules are openly available in Ansible Galaxy 
for free community consumption

4. All modules will also be available in
Red Hat Ansible Automation Hub for customers 
that want enterprise support from Red Hat



Ansible and AIX:
Enabled Use Cases

1. Initial Install of AIX

2. AIX patching (i-fixes, service packs)

3. AIX updates (TLs, AIX version upgrades)

4. User and group management

5. Filesystems management

6. File level operations (create, update, edit, search, etc.)

7. AIX open source package installation and update via 
yum or pip for Python

8. AIX configuration file management (for performance 
tunables, etc.)

9. Boot management, including inittab details

10. Ad-hoc commands for very specific AIX admin tasks

11. Create Ansible playbooks to run a workflow with 
multiple actions performed via available modules
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Ansible and IBM i

1. Through a collection of Ansible modules, 
administrators can perform common IBM i tasks 
across multiple IBM i endpoints without needing 
to log in to individual instances directly 

2. Enable administrators for accomplish common 
tasks without deep IBM i skills

3. All modules are openly available in Ansible Galaxy 
for free community consumption

4. All modules will also be available in
Red Hat Ansible Automation Hub for customers 
that want enterprise support from Red Hat



Ansible and IBM i:
Enabled Use Cases

Common IBM i Administrative Tasks
• Fix installation and system maintenance
• Application deployment—both native and PASE
• IBM i work management, security management, configuration and 

other common IBM i tasks 
• IBM i open source package installation and update via YUM or other 

tools (e.g., pip for Python)
• Ad-hoc or scripted CL and SQL commands for very specific IBM i admin 

tasks
• Create Ansible playbooks to run a workflow with multiple actions 

performed via available modules

Common IBM i Development Tasks
• Continuous development and testing – automate build, unit test, deploy 

process, etc. 

• Easy reconfiguration / re-deploy of application QA environments in 
different stages of product lifecycle

IBM i Cloud Operations
• Integrates with CAM and Terraform for VM provision and configuration 

in IBM cloud platforms—both on-prem and in public cloud

• Orchestration to form cloud solutions 19



Ansible and
Power Systems 

Cloud

1. Ansible can automate anything—even cloud 
provisioning operations

2. From a POWER perspective, can automate both 
private cloud and public cloud infrastructure

3. Private Cloud: Ansible complements IBM PowerVC 
to automate VM provisioning—see an example

4. Public Cloud: Ansible complements IBM Power 
Virtual Server on IBM Cloud—see an example



3. Getting Started
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• Ansible on Power Systems IBM homepage : 
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/ansible-power-systems

• Ansible on Power Systems Red Hat homepage : 
https://www.ansible.com/integrations/infrastructure/ibm-power-systems

• Ansible on Power tutorial : https://github.com/IBM-Cloud/terraform-provider-
ibm/tree/master/examples/ansible/examples/simple-vm-power-vs/

• Ansible content collection for Power (AIX, IBM i, HMC, VIOS) : 
https://galaxy.ansible.com/search?keywords=ibm%20and%20power&order_by=-
relevance&page=1&deprecated=false&type=collection

• Using Ansible for AIX (video): ibm.biz/ansible-aix

• Using Ansible for IBM i (video): ibm.biz/ansible-I

• Live demo, Proof-of-concept, Deep dive, … : just ask franz_Bourlet@be.ibm.com

Ansible for Power: Resources



Thank you for your attention!
Learn more on ibm.com/nl-en/cloud


